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What is the problem 

• Components of strategy theory 
– Ends, ways, and means 
– military levels are formalized with respect to “means” 

• The military levels 
– Strategic, operational and tactical  
– To improve military decision making and execution 
– For conventional warfare domains 
– Link between tactical actions and national objectives 
– To enhance the commanders’ abilities to design and 

synchronize operations 
– To allocate resources, and to assign tasks to the 

appropriate command 



What is the problem 

• Cyberspace  
– Recognized as a warfare domain 

– Interconnectedness with the other domains 

– Man-made  

– Range of the cyberspace cannot be expressed with 
physical confinement  

– Broadening in surface and depth  

• A re-consideration is necessary in implementing 
military level to the cyberspace warfare and 
associated operations 



What is Cyberspace 

• A global domain within the information environment 
consisting of the interdependent networks of 
information technology infrastructures and resident 
data, including the Internet, telecommunications 
networks, computer systems, and embedded 
processors and controllers. 

• Cyberspace consist of three layers: 
– Physical network, logical network, and cyber persona  

 



Cyber Capabilities and 
 Cyber Operations 

• Cyber capabilities are among the information 
related capabilities (IRC). 

• IRC are available to the joint forces “means” to 
use and IRCs are the “ways” 
– IRC = to disrupt, to influence, to corrupt or usurp the decision making 

of the adversaries, and protect the owned systems 

• Cyber operations (CO) 

– Offensive CO, Defensive CO, and DOD information 
network operations 

 



Levels of Warfare 

• Strategic level: Political Military power 

• Operational level: Military Strategy  tactics 

• Tactical Levels: battles and engagements are 
planned and executed 

 



Functions of Warfare Levels 



Dominance over Warfare Levels 



What is Different for Cyberspace 

• No established doctrine that elucidates the structures 
of forces and procedures for operations 

• There is no agreed answer to the question of what 
exactly cyber forces look like 

• Research on such composition of the cyber forces is 
incomplete 

• Unclear boundaries  

• Reluctant approaches of states to share incident 
information 

• Distinct use of terminology  



Ends 

• The “ends” represents the objectives and 
desired end states that are expected from the 
military operation. 

• asymmetric nature of cyberspace can give rise 
consequences that can correspond to the 
“ends” of other military levels 

• CO can have means and ways in lower levels 
with ends in the higher level and cannot be 
solely categorized by means and ways 



Ways 

• The “ways” is the necessary action (or sequence of 
actions) to achieve the desired end state or the 
objective.  

• The “ways” is the implication of the “means” 
throughout the operations to fulfill the objective. 

• The seven steps, reconnaissance, delivery and C2 can 
be regarded as “ways”.  

• The geographic diversity of botnets to be subject to C2, 
complexity of delivery techniques, scope and precision 
of accuracy of reconnaissance activities determine on 
which level a CO is, from the ways perspective.  

 

 



Means 

• The “means” is the required resources to attain the 
necessary activities to achieve the “ends”. 

• One of pivotal changes for the cyber warfare is the change 
of composition of forces.  

• Unlike the other domains, operational cyber capabilities 
are not solely possessed by the military force. Other 
national or international agencies with cyber capabilities 
may also play important role. 

• Considering the force composition might be a good 
indicator for determining the warfare level of CO. 
– Interagency CO organization – Stategic level 
– Joint CO organization – Operational level 
– Single service CO organization – Tactical level 
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• The impact of an attack will be defined as the sum of consequences 
after the ends have been attained 

• Impact metrics will have a time dimension and the measured 
impact of the cyber-attack can change levels at different 
timeframes like short, medium and long 



Future Research 

• Cyber operation doctrine needs to be 
developed within a warfare framework 

• There is a need for academic work on cyber 
doctrine addressing the issues akin to the 
cyber forces seizing key cyber terrain or cyber 
forces establishing cyber domain superiority 

• Cyberspace domain characteristics needs to 
be defined, and developed 

• Intensive collaboration between academia 
and military is needed 


